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Right off the bat, I must confess: I love Jason E.lewis. And I mean that in the full-on romantic sense of the word.
We live together, own a home, and are raising a family. In addition to our domestic partnership, we have also collaborated on a number of art projects. Therefore, this review might lack a certain objectivity. However, I intend to
make up for that with my intimate knowledge of the histories and contexts of these works.

Everything You Thought We 'd Forgotten, at Oboro in Montreal, is Jason's first solo exhibition and for him represents an opportunity to view, together in one physical space, the body of work he has created since seriously devoting his thoughts and efforts to the concept he has dubbed -DynamicText."
Think of Dynamic Text as the happy marriage of word processing and object-oriented programming, and a
direct descendant of Concrete Poetry. Imagine having the ability to assign actions, or "behaviours" (with cool names
like "grow", "rain", "cruise" and the slig h~y scary-sounding "virus") to the letters, words, sentences, or paragraphs
that you've written - or, more significantly, are still in the process of writing. This is what Jason imagined when he
created NextText, a software that allows the user to write, design, edit, and program within a single environmentsomething that previously hod not existed. As he once described it to me, before this application, you'd write in a word
processor, then import to something like After Effects to animate it. Once there, your text would "forget" its linguistic history and become on image, so if you wanted to change a word or correct some spelling, you had to start the
process over.
Joson is a poet at heart, but he also has a geeky, Computer-Scientist side that goes around personifying his
machines. Thus, in the title of the exhibition, the "We" refers to his computer. Or, to be more precise (as he invariably is in these cases) the "Wew is all the memory and storage devices attached to his computer. The "You" is Jason.
His computer is also the protagonist in I Know What You're Thinking. The earliest piece in the show, it was conceived in 1999 as a screen saver. leave your computer alone for a while, and this seemingly innocuous application
begins trolling your hard drive for all its text files, e-mails, chat histories, and cookies and then displays random
excerpts that are reconfigured on your screen in several streams. This crazy collage of love lellers, flames, term
papers, and Internet protocol gobbledygook constitutes, as Jason puts it, "...a disconcertingly intimate and schizophrenically lyrical look into your activities on that machine."
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Whaf They Speak When They Speak To Me (20071
A gallery visitor feels the love.

At Oboro, a new gallery version of IKWYTis projected onto a wall. Blocks of text scroll and scurry by at a rate
too fast to really read, although discernible tidbits do emerge. I see a name, Ahasiw Maskegon-Iskwew, a friend and
fellow artist who died just a few months ago and I am struck. Other snippets of conversation pique my memory.
Jason's name shows up often. Hmmm, still using his own personal memory devices, I see. I begin to worry that some
intimate moment in our early romance will be revealed. After a long while, my own name does emerge, and then is
gone. Embarrassing moment avoided.
IKWYTis an intriguing experiment in dynamic poetry using "ready-made" streams of consciousness. The larger-than-life projection vaults the piece out of the playground of the interactive into the realm of the solely conceptual. I prefer the humble screensaver version (downloadable via the exhibition website, if you want to try it). Maybe
it's the proximity or the scale of your own screen, but when the IKWYT screensaver appears on your own machine (the
one you spend all that time with), you can really believe that your computer is communicating with you. Or maybe I
just don't want my private messages used os wallpaper.
TextOrgan, a collaboration with Alex Weyers, originally showed at Ars f/edronica 2000 in Unz, Austria. Jason
had experimented before with interfaces that eschewed the constraints of the" regular" WYSIWYG keyboard, but TO was
his most successful as it employs a very inviting musical keyboard. Pressing on a black key selects a text, while a white
key changes its behaviour, font, size, or colour. It's fun to play the organ, making letters and words grow and shrink,
bounce and fall; and creating lovely, continuously changing compositions in real time. The installation at Oboro includes
a bonus feature: visitors to the exhibition can save a favourite frame as an image and upload it to the fYTWF website.
Another fun artwork is Infra/ocutor (2006). Also an interactive installation, this one is set up in its own little
room. Upon entering, the rapper-to-be notices two microphones hanging from the ceiling, just begging to be picked
up. Mic in hand, the user then recognizes her own silhouette projected onto the wall. If she speaks, speech-recognition software translates it into written words that appear to come out of the speaker's mouth. If there are two people
chatting, the speaker's words enter the listener's body.
Isay that the mics are begging to be picked up, but maybe that's just because Iknow what the piece is supposed
to do. At the vernissage, people leaned against the walls, watching the dangling devices. Ithought these folks were shy
but maybe they were actually waiting to see if the microphones would start dancing or something. Then, our 2-year-old
entered the room and enthusiastically grabbed a mic. He put it to his mouth like he'd been doing it all his young life and
proclaimed, "I am Super Zachariah!" But no text emerged from his diminutive silhouette's mouth. "It doesn't do so good
at names", said one of Jason's assistants. Ah, the heartbreaks of new technologies. Nonetheless, after Zachariah's performance, the ice was broken, and the adults started taking turns, giving voice to their inner spoken-word artist.
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Infra/ocufor (20061 The artist takes a test drive.

Towards the bock of the main gallery, one corner is occupied by four plain-old, no-electricity-required prints
entitled Soft Sketches (2006), a collaboration with Bruno Nadeau. It is somehow refreshing to see something that does
not, well, refresh. And I know that for Joson it was a welcome (hange of pace. New Media artists hardly ever get to
make stuff that is so unapologetically tangible and still.
The Dynamic Text influence is dearly in effect. Letters have been layered, stretched, and otherwise manipulated almost beyond recognition, thanks to another custom software coiled Mr.Softie. In one panel, four yellow spheres
emerge from a central blue core of lettery goodness. In another, block and orange shards of words create a diamondlike moss. Each piece is composed of letters from the poem that also serves as the work's title. For example, the lost
image is called: it is difficult to see and difficult to feel but i want to know it anyway hidden away and hidden here i
want to know it anyway take it in take it in take it in finished.

Jason's most recent piece, What They Speak When They Speak To Me (2007), is the most successful. On a large
touch screen, which measures approximately two by three feet, you see ghostly dusters of letters that silently beckon to you. When your finger connects to the screen and yau trace a line, the ghostly letters sharpen into focus and
align themselves into words and phrases. It's a poem, but one that is impossible to read, at least in the sense that we
are accustomed. It's about a particular experience that Jason often has when he travels: people assume that he is "one
of them," so they start speaking to him in their own languages, like Spanish, Turkish, or Punjabi. Their resulting conversations are comprised of broken phrases and half-understood comments - a lot like his poem. WTSWTSTM is the
best match so far between the content of the text and its accompanying technology, both the software, which is again
NextText, and the hardware. The crossing of boundaries that happens when you touch the screen with your fingers
can be likened to the act of travelling itself. It is also the most seductive piece, with that big, sexy screen signaling so
many kinds of desire. I mean, as if touching a screen weren't taboo enough, you are also touching artwork. It's downright naughty!

Everything You Thought We'd Forgotten is a compelling show. While satisfying in its cohesiveness, it also offers
a range of artworks that indicate the breadth of Jason's explorations into Dynamic Text. It demonstrates a facility with
the tools he has purposefully created and a strong visual style ready to accommodate his thoughtful point of view.

Soft Sketch (2006): it is a simple stary always returning for glory within and without always returning for glory

